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Growing Diversity in Florida Transportation Leadership
By Clinton B. Forbes
Chair of the Florida Public Transportation Association (FPTA)
and Executive Director at Palm Tran

Transportation is about movement and progress. For decades,
progress in diversity in public transportation has been
represented with a vast of women and men of all racial and
ethnic backgrounds working as bus operators, mechanics and
some administrative positions.

o Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr.,
Chief Executive Officer of the
Jacksonville
Transportation
Authority (JTA)

Top transportation leadership roles have fallen short, struggling
to mirror the diverse communities they serve. Change takes
time. Just looking at the State of Florida, progress in leadership
is promising. As we celebrate minorities during Black History
Month, recognizing leaders making history in our industry is
essential. For the first time in transportation, several of the
largest transit agencies in Florida are currently led by minorities
- from Hispanics, African Americans and women.

o Terry
Jordan,
Transit
Director at Space Coast Area
Transit

Here is a snapshot of some of the top transportation leaders in
Florida (alphabetically):
o Michelle Arnold, Director of Collier Area Transit (CAT)
o Angela Baldwin, Chief Transit Officer of StarMetro
o Eulois Cleckley, Director and CEO of the Department of
Transportation and Public Works for Miami-Dade County
o Robert L. Codie III, Director at Lee County Transit Department
o Murriah Dekle, Transit Division Director at St. Lucie County
Transit
o Clinton B. Forbes, Executive Director at Palm Tran

Angela Baldwin
Chief Transit Officer
of StarMetro
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Terry Jordan
Transit Director at Space Coast
Area Transit

o Jesus
Gomez,
Transit
Director at Regional Transit
System in Gainesville

o Adelee
Le
Grand,
Chief Executive Officer of
Hillsborough Area Regional
Transit (HART)
o Chris Walton, Director of
Transportation
at
Broward
County Transit

Clinton B. Forbes,
Chair of FPTA

What may seem like an overnight success, actually took years,
even decades of drive, mentorship, work ethic and determination
for many to reach the top.
“There was a time when I started my career in transit that I could
probably count the number of minorities that were leading transit
on one hand,” said Chris Walton, Director of Transit at Broward
(continued on page 2)

Murriah Dekle
Transit Division Director at
St. Lucie County Transit

Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr.
CEO of Jacksonville
Transportation Authority (JTA)
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(cont. from page 1)

County Transit, who is about to retire after a 30-year career in
the industry. “But now, if you look just in the State of Florida,
there is more than a handful. It didn’t happen organically. There
was a push, an effort made by my predecessors of color to make
sure those doors would open for people like me. I and others
have the responsibility for that to perpetuate.”
As the Executive Director at Palm Tran and an African American,
I, like Walton, was one of the exceptions in a leadership role. My
personal journey also spans 30 years, starting in Miami-Dade
Transit (MDT), then Jacksonville Transportation Authority (JTA)
and Central Ohio Transit Authority (COTA), gaining knowledge
and leadership skills at each and reaching top roles. Palm Tran
brought me back home to South Florida in 2015, becoming the
first African American to lead the now 50 year-old organization.
While advancing in my career, I, like others in leadership
roles, recognized the significance and great responsibility our
personal journeys have on the industry and how important
our advancement is to establish avenues of opportunities for
minorities to expand their careers.
“Diversity doesn’t just happen by happenstance. Just in the past
two to three years, major transit agencies in Florida happen
to be run by minorities and women, but that should not be an
anomaly, the industry should be looking at this as part of the
norm,” said Eulois Cleckley, Director and CEO of the Department
of Transportation and Public Works for Miami-Dade County, the
15th largest transit agency in the country and largest in Florida.
He said the transportation industry is one that minorities are
attracted to, but more needs to be done for advancement into
leadership roles. He sees diversity as key to bringing different
ways of thinking to serve the public. “It really is about perspective,
to be shared and to be recognized and having those perspectives
drive decisions for the people you serve.”
As communities and cities experienced significant growth
in Florida, so have the industries that provide vital services,
such as public transportation. Diversity does weave itself into
organizations. Making it to the top is more strategic, involves
drive, mentors, opportunities and those willing to work for it.
Robert L. Codie III, the Lee County Transit director, who is African
American and also a leader under 40, believes as an industry,
transportation will only grow in diversity leadership.
“Minority leadership in transit is a reflection of the population
it serves and in this day and age, it is only going to become

Adelee Le Grand
Chief Executive Officer of Hillsborough
Area Regional Transit (HART)
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more diverse in race, ethnicity, culture and age,” he said.
Codie attributes his success to being eager and willing to
learn and listen. “Success is contingent upon your ability to
effectively communicate, collaborate and coordinate within the
organization. For a person willing to do all those things, doors
will naturally open.”
Could Florida be setting the standard? Nationally, the face of
leadership in transportation has not shifted as much. According
to the Transit Cooperative Research Program’s Report 148:
Practical Resources for Recruiting Minorities for Chief Executive
Officers at Public Transportation Agencies, the 2000 US Census
showed minorities held only 20% of leadership roles in the top
20 public transit agencies in the nation. Current data is difficult
to find, sparking the American Public Transportation Association
(APTA), as part of its Racial Equity Action Plan, to help the public
transportation industry advance diversity and also collect data to
measure where the industry is and how to reach goals.
The 2021 Public Transportation Fact Book complied by APTA
shows that out of all employed in the transportation industry,
only 10% are in general administration. The other 90% cover
vehicle operation, facility maintenance, vehicle maintenance
and more.
“Transit is the one area in the country
we are and should be race and gender
blind,” said Kurt Scheible, director at
Pasco County Public Transportation and
vice chair of FPTA, who began as a bus
operator. “We transport anyone who
walks up to the door. We have to be
color and race blind because we serve
everyone and have to understand issues
that go with that.”
Kurt M. Scheible
Director of Pasco County
Public Transportation and
Vice Chair of FPTA

Even without specialized and specific
data, the diversity disparity between
national and state are evident.

“Florida is a melting pot, we are very diverse here,” said Murriah
Dekle, Transit Division Director at St. Lucie County Transit and
FPTA past chair. She has attended many local and national
conferences and was impressed by a recent panel of women
leaders in transportation. “At the state conferences, you see
women and men of all different backgrounds. Nationally, I do
feel it was not as diverse. Having different backgrounds brings
different experiences and makes your organization stronger.”
Minority led agencies tend to make inclusion and diversity a
priority. Director of the Regional Transit System in Gainesville,
(continued on page 3)

Chris Walton
Director of Transportation at
Broward County Transit

Jesus Gomez
Director of Regional Transit
System in Gainesville

Michelle Arnold
Director of Collier
Area Transit (CAT)
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Robert L Codie, III
Director of Lee County
Transit Department

Eulois Cleckley
Director& CEO of the Dept.
of Transportation & Public
Works - Miami Dade Co.
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Jesus Gomez, said the transportation industry is attractive to
many minority and ethnic groups because a large percentage of
passengers are minorities. Throughout his career, he has seen
the evolution.

A common thread with all the top leaders is how they worked
their way up, learning different departments that encompass a
transportation agency and taking that leap of faith to take on
more challenging positions.

“When hiring employees, I used to have a very small pool of
minorities,” he said. “Now we have a bigger pool of minorities,
it is significantly different.”

Michelle Arnold, Director at Collier Area Transit (CAT) and
treasurer of FPTA, did not begin her career in transportation, yet
when she started she said she got “bitten” by the transit bug and
started loving the industry.

It does not stop with hiring. Reaching top leadership positions
requires an environment designed to educate and promote
growth. Gomez, along with other transit agencies, has built
systems to help advance careers with training programs for
operators to become supervisors and more. When openings are
available, he said they first look within their organization to fill
the position.
At Palm Tran, we call it upward mobility. It is creating a pathway
to grow and expand one’s career, if desired. A bus operator,
utility employee or administrative personnel can move into other
roles and positions. A mentor believing in you, an educational
opportunity to learn a new skill or expand on a subject to master
and being open to new opportunities.
A leader in advocating for diversity is the Conference of Minority
Transportation Officials (COMTO). Palm Tran is proud to have
been recognized by COMTO as the the 2021 Public Agency of the
Year for our commitment to providing opportunities to minorities
through training and professional development. COMTO
national, which has more than 30 chapters nationwide, works
to bridge gaps and unveil the abundance of career pathways
afforded in the transit industry.
“COMTO is proud to have championed a focus on equity in
transportation for the past 50 years, part of that work has included
educating transportation professional, agencies and partners
about the benefits of diversity in the transportation work force,”
said April Rai, president and CEO of COMTO National. “While
we have a way to go to truly seeing leadership in transportation
reflecting communities they serve, we are so happy to see things
moving in the right direction.”

“I think it is good we are gaining more diversity in transit
leadership,” she said, noting that her organization is dedicated
to expanding opportunities to minorities. “We do have a lot of
diverse people in lower levels and we are good at mentoring and
moving our people up.”
Additionally, there are several opportunities for mentoring,
developing and promoting minority leaders with programs and
support from organizations such as APTA, COMTO, the Eno
Transportation Foundation, Women’s Transportation Seminar,
Transit Labor Exchange, and the Transportation Learning Center
just to name a few. These organizations are among those that
offer training workshops and career assistance to all individuals,
regardless of race, ethnicity or sexual orientation, to find and
seek advancement.
Rising to the leadership position is not just about rising naturally
to the top. Cleckley said if you want to take on a leadership role,
you need to work for it. “The way to really be recognized as a
strong leader is your will and willingness to take on difficult tasks.
Do not shy away from a difficult and challenging task. Deliver
results and exceed expectations, that is what people are looking
for.”
Expanding the progress in diversity from where we are today will
require hard work and intentionality. I am hopeful and optimistic
that my fellow leaders and other top management, industrywide, will continue to create opportunities for advancement so
when seeking the best in class, they will find teams and leaders
that resemble the communities we serve.
Palm Tran was proud to continue its tradition of having
a uniquely wrapped bus designed to support MLK Day
and run through Black History Month. The unique bus
wrap this year is based on one of Dr. King’s quotes:
“The time is always right to do what is right.” The bus
design captures the theme with a black and white
backdrop that includes the American Flag highlighted
in silver, a portrait of Dr. King with the quote as a focal
point in the vibrate colors of red, yellow and green, all
frame by ribbons of the same bright colors, which are
traditionally associated with the African culture.
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Travel Training Success for Manatee County Resident!
In November2021, the Manatee County
Area Transit (MCAT) Travel Instructor,
Mr. Jim VanPelt, was contacted by a job
coach that Jim has worked with in the
past. The job coach explained that she
has a new client named “Sean” that
needs travel training assistance to utilize
the MCAT fixed route system for a new
job at the Goodwill store on US Highway
301. Sean is a man in his 50’s with a
developmental disability.

Jim started by visiting Sean at his
apartment and spoke with Sean and
his sister, who is also Sean’s guardian.
Jim explained the travel training process
and how he would work with Sean, so
he understands how to successfully utilize
the bus system and arrive at his Goodwill
job on time each workday. Then Jim
scheduled the first bus ride to Goodwill
for the next day.
To start the trip to work, Jim and Sean
rode the MCAT Route 99 bus from the
bus stop near Sean’s home, to DeSoto
Station where they transferred to MCAT
Route 8. The Route 8 bus took them to
a bus stop directly across the street from
Goodwill. Jim and Sean walked into the
Goodwill store where they met Sean’s
supervisor and bought clothes for Sean
to wear for his “new job. ”On the return
trip, Jim and Sean boarded the Route 8
bus directly in front of Goodwill, rode it
to Presbyterian Village, and caught Route
99 to his apartment. The on-street transfer
at Presbyterian Village is important, as
Sean had always transferred buses at
DeSoto Station.

to Goodwill, and then the return trip to
Sean’s home.
During these two days of MCAT bus
travel, it started to become clear that
Sean understood how to navigate
the MCAT fixed route system for the
commute to and from his apartment and
the Goodwill store.
Sean started work the following week, so
Jim went to the bus stop near his home
and observed Sean at a distance, get on
the bus and travel to DeSoto Station. At
the DeSoto Station, Jim observed Sean
transfer successfully to the Route 8 bus
and then deboard the bus at the correct
bus stop and walk into the Goodwill
store.
Jim provided Sean and his sister with his
cell number and Sean regularly updates
Jim on his progress. This regular contact
is very important for the MCAT travel
training program, so any concerns are
addressed quickly for continued success.
In Jim’s estimation, “Sean is doing
exceptionally well.” Way to go!

During the next phase in the travel
training process, Jim and Sean rode
together again for the next two days

Bay County Transit Announces Transit System Rebrand
Bay County Public Transit System
announced the launch of a new
initiative to revitalize local transportation
throughout the Bay County area. To kick
off this project, Bay County Public Transit
System invited all community members to
submit their name recommendations for
consideration. Following the nomination
process, the public was encouraged
to vote for the winning name. It has

been two decades since the Bay County
Public Transit System has undergone a
rebrand. This rebrand comes at a time
when the population has tripled in size,
and more people are relying on public
transportation to get around. The goal
of this rebrand is to better represent
the Bay County community. Following
the renaming process, the Bay County
Public Transit System team will develop

a new logo for the transportation service
that best represents the community. The
new name and brand are expected to be
completed and unveiled to the public in
early Spring. For more information about
the Bay County Public Transit System,
please visit www.BayTownTrolley.org.
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Bike-N-Ride: Linking Bike Sharing withTransit Through Art Tours
That Highlight Community Narratives

Formerly known as the Sun Trolley,
the Cityof Fort Lauderdale’s mobility
service has a new name and look –
LauderGO! The service offers three
options: community shuttle, water trolley,
and beach tram to access jobs, explore
destinations across the City, and connect
to the larger transit network.
The fare-free service is made possible
through partnership with Broward County
Transit who fully funds the operations
and maintenance of the community
shuttle through
Broward
County’s
Penny for Transportation Surtax. The
water trolley and beach tram are funded
by the City’s general fund and parking
fund, respectively. The City also receives
supplemental support from the Florida
Department of Transportation for capital
and other operational expenses not
covered by the surtax funding.

Bike-N-Ride tours in January 2022
that highlight the intersection
between bike sharing and transit
through storytelling and art. The
tour, which was funded through
a mini-grant from People For
Bikes and Better Bike Share
Partnership, showcased different
art installations, murals, and local
businesses that could be reached
via bike sharing and transit.
The tour followed a 4-mile loop
from/to Esplanade Park via Flagler
Village and MASS District. It has
five stops each with a designated
speaker. City staff and local community
partners
discussed
transportation
projects and resources, while local artists
and business owners touched on the
impact of arts and culture on community
development, as well as provided an oral
history of areas along the bike route.

Featured artists include football player
turned poet, Jerris “Quick the Poet”
Evans who performed spoken word
pieces, Marcus Borges who shared his
process of painting the two largest
murals in the City, and Francisco
Sheuat who welcomed participants in
his studio featuring upcycled art pieces.
Participants also get to interact with local
business owners such as Jennifer Malone,
the owner of Aunt Jenn’s Tea and Spice
Shopand vendors at the Sunny Side Up
Market and ArtWalk.
The tour brought the community together
in discovering the City’s hidden gems
and was a great way to educate the
public about the re-brand, while also
encouraging first-last mile connections.
To learn more about LauderGO!, please
visit www.fortlauderdale.gov/laudergo.

To promote awareness about the
re-brand, the City in partnership with
Choose954, Broward B-Cycle, and
Riverwalk Fort Lauderdale, hosted two

Preventative Maintenance Guide
Preventative maintenance (PM) is
the cornerstone of a transit agency’s
maintenance program. A PM program
seeks to identify and subsequently repair
or replace worn or defective vehicle
components before a failureresults. An
effective PM program is accomplished
through a systematic program of
scheduled
maintenance
activities,
such as inspections, lubrications and
services at predetermined intervals that
meet the vehicle manufacturer’s OEM
recommendations. These inspections
should ensure that vehicles remain in
safe operating condition. Successful PM
programs seek to have the majority of
maintenance work performed during
scheduled maintenance activities in
order to have a proactive, cost-efficient
maintenance program that minimizes
downtime and prevent a negative
impact to passenger transportation.
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The PM program’s overall effectiveness
is dependent on the success and
functionality of each element of the
program. The Florida Department of
Transportation (FDOT) requires agencies
usingstate and/or federal grant funding
to provide transportation services to
havepreventative maintenance programs
that ensure all vehicles operated by
the transit agency are systematically
inspected, maintained and lubricated
using methods and standards that meet
or exceed the vehicle manufacturer
recommendations. Agencies are required
to operate safe vehicles to transport
clients and/or the general public. This
is accomplished by ensuring vehicles
are properly maintained at all times.
Not only will this improve the vehicle’s
performance measures, but it will also
help vehicles to meet their life expectancy.
To provide agencies with a resource
to assist with developing effective

and comprehensive PM programs
emphasizingpassenger
safety
and
extendingthe
useful
life
of
the
vehicle, FDOT has developed and
making availablethe PREVENTATIVE
MAINTENANCE GUIDE. This Guide
features a combination of basic
expectations, industry standards and
technical support in public transit vehicle
maintenance.
The Lively Paratransit
Instructional Program and CUTR
are available to assist agencies with
maintenance procedures and address
any concerns or questions relative to
the new PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
GUIDE.This document can be accessed
at the LPIP website(www.LivelyPIP.com),
the CUTR website (www.cutr.usf.edu) and
the Florida Association of Paratransit
Technicians website (www.flparatech.
com).

Broward County Transit Bids Farewell to Director Chris Walton
After 22 years of service to Broward
County Transit (BCT), Florida’s secondlargest transit system, Transportation
Director Christopher Walton is retiring.
Over the years, Mr. Walton’s advocacy
and leadership have profoundly impacted
public transportation in Broward County
and the South Florida region. His tireless
work has provided the foundation for the
continued growth of a transit system that
provides safe, convenient, and accessible
transportation for the residents and
visitors who depend upon its services.
Walton began his tenure with BCT in
2000 as Operations Manager. In 2002,
he was promoted to Associate Director,
responsible for overseeing bus and
maintenance operations. During this time,
he improved bus service by introducing
peak ridership hours and establishing the
County’s first limited-stop bus service. In
2007, he was promoted to Transportation
Department Director in charge of both the
Transit and Fleet Services divisions. Under
his watch, BCT introduced inter-county
Express Bus Service to Miami in 2010;
new bus service along I-595 to downtown
Fort Lauderdale and Miami in 2012; and
in 2015, one of the largest alternative fuel
Paratransit fleets in the nation.
In more recent years, Walton turned
his attention to expanding services and
modernizing the fleet. He believed that
BCT could become a world-class transit
system and focused on projects that
would support that goal.
Penny Surtax for Long-Term
Funding
“A penny sales tax would dramatically
reshape the County. We intend to provide
the kind of transportation system that
our County should have. We have all the
ideas. All we need is the money.” —Chris
Walton
Mr. Walton played a
key leadership role in
the development and
passage of Broward
County’s
2018
Transportation Surtax
Referendum
when
Broward County voters
approved a 30-year
Penny for Transportation
surtax, resulting in BCT
receiving $16 billion
over 30 years. The
surtax dollars, along
with state and federal
dollars, provide the
funding needed to make
public transportation in

Broward
County
more convenient
and
accessible
by
expanding
mass
transit
and
increasing
connectivity.
It
will also address
traffic congestion,
safety issues, and
infrastructure, and
allow BCT to keep
up with the latest
technology.
In addition, BCT
now
has
the
resources to grow
its fleet and provide
funding for existing
C o m m u n i t y
Shuttles. Revenue
from the tax will
also fund on-demand transportation
services for Paratransit, build 26 miles
of light rail and 150 miles of bus rapid
transit along locally supported corridors,
and design a more responsive transit
service.
A Greener Transit System
“BCT’s goal is to transition to a fleet that
is not only safe and convenient for our
riders but also environmentally friendly
and economical.” —Chris Walton
Walton has been an advocate for utilizing
as much green technology as possible
throughout BCT’s system. In 2018, BCT
began testing electric buses from several
manufacturers to determine which would
best meet the needs of Broward County
riders. After considering many factors
and completing many test runs, the
Proterra bus was selected. BCT currently
has 12 Proterras in its fleet with 30 more
coming soon, along with 2 over-theroad electric buses
for Express Service
routes.
BCT’s
facilities
are also getting a
green
makeover.
BCT’s Copans and
Ravenswood garages
have been retrofitted
with charging stations
to accommodate the
new electric buses;
Ravenswood
also
has charging stations
for
electric
cars.
New
construction
is being built with
sustainability
in

mind, and eco-friendly technologies are
being integrated. The Lauderhill Transit
Center, opened in 2021, is equipped
with a solar canopy system, charging
stations for electric vehicles, and a
natural gas-fueled energy generator. It
is the County’s first net-positive facility,
generating more electrical power than
the Center is expected to consume. The
new Miramar Park and Ride is anticipated
to be completed in May 2022 and will
house six extra-large transit shelters with
solar-powered lighting. The facility will be
equipped with the necessary infrastructure
to accommodate on-route charging for
electric buses and the capability to charge
up to 20 passenger cars.
Supporting the Community
“BCT is committed to doing our part
to assist the community during this
challenging time by partnering with the
Florida Department of Health-Broward to
make vaccines available at our facilities
and offer incentives to encourage people
to get vaccinated.”—Chris Walton
Throughout the COVID-19 pandemic,
BCT has been committed to providing
safe and reliable transportation for the
community. Under Walton’s leadership,
proactive measures were quickly enacted
to ensure that riders would continue to
have access to public transit. All buses
receive a rigorous nightly cleaning
with
supplemental
cleaning
and
disinfecting throughout the day, and
safety protocols such as rear door entry
and exit, mandatory face coverings,
and social distancing on the buses were
implemented. BCT also ran a “Safety is
(continued on page 11)
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PSTA DEI and Black History Month Contest
At the Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority
(PSTA), we intentionally make inclusion
a priority. Diversity is what drives us.
No matter who you are, where you are
from, how you think, or whom you love.
We connect all people to places, to
opportunities, and to chances. We will
always strive to be better. We pledge this
to everyone.

our services is our baseline. Community
partnerships and philanthropic activitiesis
how we stand out as leaders to enrich the
diverse fabric of our community.
In September 2020, PSTA established
a Leadership Diversity, Equity and
Inclusion (DEI) Council comprised of
fourteen (14) senior leaders from across
the Authority. The Council’s aim is to
continually champion
a culture of diversity,
inclusion, equity, and
belonging at PSTA,
which benefits all
employees and our
community.

The three pillars of PSTA’s Diversity,
Equity,and Inclusion Strategic Plan are
workforce, workplace,and community.
In building our workforce, we teach and
recruit diverse people to join our team
and ensure a fair and equitable hiring
process. Once part of our workplace,
employees are welcomed into a culture
of inclusion, belonging, and respect.
The spirit of collaboration, teamwork,
and open communication guides our
interactions with one another. That spirit
is extended into our interactions with the
community; equitable customer access to

Advertising Rates and Information
Our next newsletter will be out in June 2022. The newsletter
is printed in full color, and past copies may be seen on our
website at https://floridatransit.org/publications.
To ensure inclusion we must have final copy no later
than May 11th.
Rates are as follows:
Business Card
- $ 75
¼ Page - (4” x 5.5”)
- $150
½ Page - (8” x 5.5”)
- $275
½ Page (Back Fold)
- $325
Full Page - (8” x 10.25”) - $400

Ads can be purchased online with a credit card here https://floridatransit.org/publications. Upon receipt, you
will be provided with instructions on how to upload your
ads. Please do not email ads to FPTA staff.
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PSTA’s DEI Council
rolled out the first of
two vehicle wraps
to strengthen our
community mission
that all riders of
all
backgrounds
are welcomed, feel
comfortable,
and

know they are valued. On January 17,
2022, PSTA shared with the community
the “Beloved Community: Making Strides
Towards the Dream” bus wrap. Making
Strides Towards the Dream recognizes
the legacy, values, andmission of Dr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. to commemorate
the work of the Civil Rights Movement
and those who fought for equality in
public transportation.
To celebrate Black History Month with
our communities, PSTA has announced
a contest for local artists and creators to
design a bus wrap that captures PSTA’s
DEI Mission Statement: ’We intentionally
make inclusion a priority. Diversity is
what drives us. No matter who you are,
where you are from, how you think, or
whom you love. We connect all people to
places, to opportunities, and to chances.
We will always strive to be better. We
pledge this to everyone.’
The winning design will debut as a bus
wrap on June 19, 2022, as part of PSTA’s
celebration of Juneteenth.
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2022 FPTA/CTD Legislative Day Returns to the Capitol!
On February 16, 2022, the Florida Public Transportation
Association (FPTA) and the Florida Commission for Transportation
Disadvantaged (CTD) joined together to hold our in-person
Annual Legislative Day at the Capitol, after a two year break.
Although the crowd may not have
been as large as year’s past,
we pre-registered around 100
individuals and fed 350 people in
the Capitol Courtyard! Advocates
for public transportation traveled
from all over the state to participate
and support us.
Speakers included FDOT Secretary
Kevin Thibault, Senator Audrey
Gibson (D-6, Jacksonville), Senator
Loranne Ausley (D-3, Tallahassee),
FPTA Chair Clinton Forbes, and
CTD Executive Director, David
Darm. Dozens of people joined
us for the speeches, visited the
vehicles on display, and stopped
by informational tables that were lined up outside of the Capitol.
Many thanks to those advocates who participated and to the
sponsors and exhibitors as well.
Please make time to join us next year in Tallahassee! Date will
be announced in the summer.
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Farewell to Director Chris Walton (cont. from page 8)
Our Number One Priority” campaign to
inform riders about the steps BCT was
taking to keep riders and bus operators
protected on the buses.
As a service to the community, BCT
partnered with the Florida Department
of Health-Broward to hold vaccination
pop-ups at all four of its terminals and
at early voting locations throughout the
County. Free Pfizer COVID-19 vaccines
were distributed to the public, and as
an incentive, BCT gave out free 31day bus passes to each person who got
vaccinated. As a result of this initiative, a
total of 2298 vaccines were distributed to
the community.

light rail, public parking, and
accommodations for Transportation
Network
Companies
(TNC),
rideshare companies, taxis, and
bike-sharing.
Walton’s dedication and hard work
will undoubtedly leave a mark
on BCT and the Broward County
community. Although he is handing
over the reins, Walton has laid the
groundwork for future BCT leaders
to build the world-class transit
system he always imagined BCT
could be.

Looking Toward the Future
Walton leaves BCT with no shortage of
projects in the pipeline. There are plans
to test a pilot program for late-night
transportation services, and microtransit utilizing alternative modes of
transportation. Additionally, state-ofthe-art operational facilities are being
constructed to support BCT’s expanding
bus operator and maintenance staff,
and a new downtown headquarters
and intermodal center, scheduled to
be completed in 2025, will include
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COMTO Miami
Black History Event
The Conference of Minority Transportation Officials (COMTO)
Miami Chapter 2022 Black History event focused on the African
Diaspora in South Florida. Our goals was to educate people on
the history of the Atlantic slave trade that existed from 15th to the
19th century. Due to COVID-19 the event was held virtually, but
they moved the audience with theatric performance by dancers,
poet and singers.
The poet Sunset Jones started the show with spoken words that
describe the horrific journey the enslaved Africans experienced
who were forcibly transported across the Atlantic world, while a
dancer danced to the sound of her voice. The poet touched base
on the different Islands where the slaves were sold and their
road to freedom. After, we honored the local Trail Blazers who
are from the Caribbean.
Singer Lyrica Jada sang “A Change is Gonna Come” by Sam
Cooke while we showed images from the civil rights movement,
apartheid, and other major events that took place with African
diasporas. We ended the show with a performance by the dance
group Elements who took us on voyage to Africa, Haiti, Jamaica
and Bahamas culture.

AMF Bruns is
• Family-Owned and Operated Since 1958
• RED DOT Award (Design Award) Winner
for 2 products in the Mobility Industry
• Protektor Series – Red Dot Winner
– New cutting edge design wheelchair
securement retractors
• Offering special needs products
worldwide
• Outstanding quality
• Outstanding service
• FREE training online
• EST 1958
• ISO 9001
Registered

AMF Bruns America
877-506-3770
www.amfbrunsamerica.com
est 1958
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-- Business Member Corner -Linwood Capital, LLC
Strategic Fuel Hedging for Public Transit
Jeffrey R. LeMunyon, CFA
Principal/OwnerLinwood Capital, LLC – Fuel Hedging Advisory& Registered Commodity Trading Advisor
Whether you use diesel, gasoline, or
natural gas in your vehicles, the pricesof
these fuels havebeen extremely volatile
in the past two years and have risen
to multi-year highs very recently.This
volatility and pricing has made it virtually
impossible
to
set and meet
fuel budgetsand
creates financial
stress
in
an
organization.
A
common
solution to this
problem is to
hedge fuel cost
by entering into
a
fixed-price
contract with a fuel supplier. While this
solves the immediate problem of fuel
cost uncertaintyfor a specific period,
entering into fixed-price contracts
typically lacks a strategy. Strategy can
be advantageous to a transit agency in
terms of overall fuel cost, fuel budget,
and market risk.
By employing a strategic approach
using financial instruments instead
of fixed-price delivery contracts for
fuel hedging, the transit agency/
public entity can (1) hedge fuel cost
beyond the duration of a fuel supply
contract because hedging with financial
instruments and the delivery/purchase
of fuel are two separate activities; (2)
continuously hedge in smaller volume
increments to avoid market timing risk;
(3) employ a strategy that seeks to take
advantage of market opportunities and
control market risks; (4) maintain fuel
cost certainty for a minimum forward
period; and (5) typically save $0.05
to $0.10 per gallon for diesel and
gasoline. These factors make hedging
with financial instruments within a
continuous strategic hedging program
superior to the use of fixed-price
contracts from the fuel supplier.
Fuel hedging in general is simply
locking-in the price today for fuel that
will be paid for and consumed later.
This is done by contract. By hedging the
price of fuel, the transit agency/public
entity can gain control over future fuel
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costs instead of allowing fuel costs to be
left to whatever the market is charging
for petroleum and natural gas today.
If done correctly, the cost of hedging
over time is near zero and the benefit
is higher budget certainty and lower
fuel cost volatility.
And
because
fuel budgets will
not need to be
padded to allow
for price increases,
something else can
be done with those
budget dollars.
With a strategic fuel
hedging program
using
financial
instruments, fuel cost is typically known
before the fuel budget is established
which allows for better planning,
budgeting, and forecasting. Fuel hedging
is especially important for public transit
because fuel is a significant portion of the
operating budget
and
presents
the
overall
organization
with a high level
of fuel market
risk exposure. In
private industry,
higher
fuel
costs can be
passed along to
customers
and
shareholders.
This is difficult or impossible to do in a
transit setting.
Diesel and Gasoline prices have
increased by $2.00 per gallon over the
past two years and natural gas has more
than doubled. At the beginning of the
pandemic, prices became very low due
to lack of demand and large inventories.
Since then, inventories have shrunk, and
demand has increased to pre-pandemic
levels while supply has become tight
partially due to lack of investment in new
production. This market condition has
caused spot prices for petroleum and
natural gas to be significantly higher than
forward prices – the price that can be
locked-in for the future is lower than the

current “pump” price. Currently, years
2 and 3 into the future for petroleum
can be locked-in $0.43 cheaper than
current spot price, and natural gas can
be locked in at 18% less. This market
condition of locking-in cost at less than
current spot could be an advantage for
your organization.
One of the biggest barriers to
strategically hedging with financial
instruments is size.
Smaller sized
agencies/public entities often have
no other choice than to enter into a
fixed-price supply contract with a fuel
supplier. Linwood Capital has solved
this problem with the establishment of
the Linwood Diesel-Gasoline Hedging
Fund, L.P. This fund is like the “mutual
fund” of petroleum hedging and allows
smaller entities to enjoy the advantages
and economies of scale that larger
consumers of petroleum currently
enjoy.
The fund includes strategic
fuel hedging management. If your
organization
consumes
between 50,000
and 2 million
gallons of diesel
or
gasoline
annually,
this
fund may be a
good fit.
Whether your
organization is
large or small,
consumes diesel, gasoline, natural gas
or all three, a strategically managed
fuel hedging program using financial
instruments can give your organization
advantages in terms of price, overall
cost, budget certainty, and fuel cost
volatility with a low-cost expectation
over time.
Jeff LeMunyon is the Founder and
Principal of Linwood Capital, LLC,
a Registered Commodity Trading
Advisor and fuel hedging advisory
firm.
Mr. LeMunyon has been
creating and managing fuel hedging
programs for public transit for 25
years. jeff@linwoodcapital.com www.
linwoodcapital.com

Active Air
Purification

Eliminating viral and bacterial pathogens—including
SARS-CoV-2 which causes COVID-19—utilizing Active
Air Purification
 United Safety is a registered EPA establishment
(99626-PA-1)
 Utilizes safe levels of naturally occurring hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2)
 Increases air quality and safety for ridership and
eliminates common odors and mold/mildew
 Causes no damage to interior surfaces or electronics
 Non-Corrosive and no UV exposure

SCAN HERE TO LEARN MORE
ABOUT HOW TO PROTECT YOUR
PASSENGERS AND OPERATORS

 Only requires annual maintenance and little to no driver interaction

101 Gordon Drive, Exton, PA 19341 | P 610.265.3610 | https://unitedsafetycorporation.com/
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FIRST CLASS
P. O. Box 10168
Tallahassee, FL 32302

Feel safer onboard
with UV purifier
More than 95 % of viruses including Covid-19 are
inactivated in a single air flow cycle while traveling.
Simple ”plug and play“ retrofit.
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